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Generative Processes in Oscar Niemeyer‘s Style

ABSTRACT
The aim of this study is to outline the structure of a possible grammar of Oscar Niemeyer’s
architectural language, focusing on the so-called “free forms.” The idea is to assess the extent to
which it is possible to shed some light on the discussion of architectural freedom as used by many
authors when describing the work of the Brazilian architect. The investigation associates geometric
relations present in Niemeyer’s buildings to the Shape Grammar model as proposed by Stiny & Gips
(1975). The model made possible the depiction of consistencies in vocabulary, rules and operations
deployed by Niemeyer. This eventually led to the description of an original architectural language
present in Niemeyer’s buildings.
INTRODUCTION
Buildings designed by the Brazilian architect Oscar Niemeyer are often linked to physical or
historical contexts in which they emerged. At the same time, descriptions based on compositional
or morphological aspects usually lead to the idea of free forms, accentuating the random or
the original aspects of Niemeyer’s architecture. Assuming that the so called “free form” is most
acknowledged characteristic of his buildings, this research aims at the description of a possible
generative structure for Niemeyer’s work, focusing on the so-called free forms. The description of
this generative process constitutes an unexplored knowledge of Niemeyer’s architecture.
FREE FORMS
Between the forties and the sixties, Brazilian Modern Architecture was worldwide acknowledged
for the development of an original architectural language characterized by a set of stylistic
features. These features were usually related to inverted gable roofs, parabolic vaults, and sunshine
devices such as the projection outward roof slabs, egg-crate sunshade and sunscreens. One of the
most prominent features of this architecture is related to the use of curved lines: the so-called
Free forms. The consistent use of these elements may well serve as an evidence for a virtual school
of thought, led by Oscar Niemeyer. One might well say that he stood behind the formulation of one
of the basic stylistic features of the Brazilian Modern Architecture, i.e. the use of non orthogonal
shapes.
The denomination free form is used in a generic way by different authors to designate non
orthogonal shapes, recurrent in Niemeyer’s architecture, hardly starting from a catalog of known
shapes or pure shapes. However, some important issues may arise from this simplification: the
description based on the free form concept is not capable to depict the specific universe of
Niemeyer’s free forms. Generalizing Niemeyer’s forms as free forms, the approach fails to identify
what is singular in Niemeyer’s work. Second, it refers to the contradiction between the randomness
and free expression associated to the term free form and an eventual formal identity present in
buildings designed by Niemeyer. It is precisely this identity that leads to the characterization of a
Niemeyer’s architectural language.In other words, to recognize a building designed by Niemeyer
among a collection of buildings designed by other architects. The characterization of a style or
architectural language will enable the clarification of “(...) the underlying commonality of structure
and appearance manifest for the buildings in the corpus (...)” 1. This clarity is possible through the
analysis of the grammatical structure of a language that allows the identification of patterns
beyond visible similarities.
The existence of an architectural language implies the presence of patterns and possible mechanisms
of shape control not referred by the existing literature on Niemeyer.
One of the paradigms of Niemeyer’s language - the almost limitless plastic freedom 2 is associated
to the curve: “I am in favor of an almost limitless plastic freedom (...) as the different ideas go

Fig. 1 Twenty Buildings of Oscar Niemeyer

emerging (...) in all, prevail the curves, this plastic freedom that I prefer.” 3 . However the freedom
(or the curve) should not be used freely: “(...). Of course, that freedom cannot be used freely.” 4.
To Niemeyer, the conceptive freedom should take into consideration proportion rules: “(...) we
guarantee absolute freedom of conception, however within the proportion rules that Architecture
has always required.“ 5
To describe Niemeyer’s style or his free form architectural language will require the description of
possibly generated patterns within the limits as mentioned by Niemeyer. To put it short, this study
will try to explain the relation between the conceptive freedom present in the shapes designed by
Niemeyer and the control expressed by the implicit patterns that in turn are related to a particular
grouping of shapes.
SHAPE GRAMMARS AND CURVES
Shape Grammars6 , constitutes a model for the elaboration of design grammars. In another words,
Shape Grammars enables the description of architectural languages through grammars. The
grammar of an architectural language describes its generative structure through a vocabulary
of simple shapes and the corresponding syntax, structured by rules, which graphically specify
possible combinations of the vocabulary of shapes to compose complex shapes.
The language of designs is seen as a formal equivalent of the traditional notion of style7. In
architecture, Shape Grammars have been used thoroughly in the description of architectural styles
of Palladio8, Wright 9 and more recently of Álvaro Siza10. However, the use of Shape Grammars,
mainly in architecture, has been concentrated in the description of orthogonal shapes. This open
up an interesting field of research as, according to Gips, almost all objects in life, even the artificial
objects, have curves and curved surfaces 11. Ergonomic and economical aspects related to certain
uses of materials lead to the use of curves.
Nowadays, the architectural languages of free forms are not limited to the Brazilian Architecture,
as the upsurge of computational tools for production, new materials and constructive techniques
enlarged the freedom and spread the use of curved and complex shapes.
The use of Shape Grammars to describe an architectural language based on curved three-dimensional
volumes, adds to the existent grammar model, new generative elements such as generatrices and
directrixes, rotation and translation axes and a new point of view of the relationships among
elements for the generation of complex shapes. Another element added to the construction of the
grammar of Niemeyer architectonic language refers to the analysis of the recursive relations of
proportion and symmetry. Niemeyer refers to the proportion and scale relationships12 as one of
the factors that distance of his architecture, the frequent use attempts, by other architects, of his
plastic vocabulary.
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Fig. 2 Rotation or Translation axis position
Fig. 3 Rotation or Translation inclination of
directrix axis

The association between Shape Grammars and the geometric relations present in Niemeyer’s
buildings made possible the detection of consistencies in specific vocabulary of shapes, rules
and operations. However, this study did not aim at the establishment of a complete grammar of
Oscar Niemeyer architectural language. Our grammar is therefore limited and minimally detailed
following the main purpose of this study: the description of patterns related to a set of Niemeyer’s
buildings, demystifying the notion of randomness usually related to the Niemeyer´s free forms.
Section 2 describes the study corpus. The analysis of Niemeyer’s generative process is reported in
section 3 and conclusions are retrieved in section 4 as well as some tentative unfolding steps for
the present research.

SELECTION OF THE SAMPLE
The model was applied on the description of the volumetry of twenty buildings designed by
Niemeyer during 60 years between 1940 and 2003.These buildings have as a common feature the
curve shape (mainly conic curves, specially the parabola), normally linked to the concept of free
form. (Fig 1)
Besides the curved volumetry, the selection of buildings was driven according to the availability
of sources: during his career Niemeyer designed a broad variety of curved profiles but not all
were available for the purpose of the analysis. The sample choices didn’t establish restrictions
as for the geographical location and chronology didn’t have direct influence upon the selection.
The preliminary analysis demonstrated that the curve was present in most different typologies
designed by Niemeyer, irrespective of functional aspects. Considering this characteristic and the
focus of this study in the so-called free forms, the grammar only describes the volumetric features
of buildings disregarding eventual architectural details.
All of the buildings were analyzed based on, at least, a plan and the respective elevation or section.
Orthogonal projections were drawn of all of the buildings based on the availability of graphic
material in the existing literature on Niemeyer. The graphic reproduction of the works used in the
analysis, in spite of accurate sources didn’t intend to be exact in the dimensions, taking into account
the data’s imprecise origin, but in the relationship among the dimensions. The relationships among
the dimensions are the base for the analysis of dimensional control mechanisms. Schematic profiles
of plans and elevations resulted from the simplification of the drawings. These schematic profiles
supplied the base for the correlation between the curve and its three-dimensional development.
The analysis of the two orthogonal projections allowed describing the correlation among the forms
of each building as well as among the set of buildings.

THE GENERATIVE PROCESSES
As the developed Grammar constitutes a Parametric Shape Grammar, parametric variation in the
shapes and elements that constitute the rules is admitted. These variations, however, were only
graphically represented.

Exploration of Niemeyer’s generative principles initiates with the analysis of the relation among
curves, volumetry and three-dimensional unfolding. Three-dimensional unfolding is guided
according to elements such as: axes, directrixes and generatrices that end up by determining the
building’s final shape according to the established relation with the curve.
As first step, the generation process of the elementary volumetry of the building - or of parts of
the building - (without specific volume assignment) is described. The goal of the analysis was to
describe the volumetry according to the shape grammar model using the least number of rules and
operations. In the next item, each one of the stages of construction of the grammar is described.

Fig. 4 Addition operation

VOCABULARY OF SHAPES
Decomposition of a design or a complex shape help to specify primitive shapes which, combined,
generate the complex shape. As shapes can be decomposed in several ways, the chosen way for
adaptation is related to the object of the analysis13.
The curve and straight line shapes were defined as initial shapes of Niemeyer’s vocabulary. To
explore parametric shapes14 an AutoCAD script using Visual Basic was developed. The software
has helped to generate parabolas preliminarily identified as the predominant curves in the study
corpus. The parabolas generator allowed a parametric description of Niemeyer’s curves through
the specification of the parameters p (distance of the focus to the directrix d) and the height
(coordinated y), with the vertex in (0,0). Other curves (composite and sinuous) were decomposed
in parameterized segments as for instance, the straight line segment and the circumference arch.

Fig. 5 Subtraction operation

RULES
The definition of the rules was a starting point to determine the existing relationships between
curves and straight lines. Different unfolding in the plan xz (plan) was identified starting from a
parametric shape F, located in the plan xy (section or elevation).
For each generative rule there will be a graphic representation of the operation. The transformation
resulting from the application of this operation will be represented through schematic orthogonal
projections of the plans xy and xz. Each one of the rules is represented and classified according
to spatial and topological relations set among the primitive shapes such as position, inclination
or direction.
In the first step of generation it is defined of the origin coordinates in order to characterize the
setting of the volume base above or belowground.
The rotation and translation operations were classified according to the similarities of characteristics
of three components of the operation:
Rotation or translation axis (e): segment of straight line centralized in relation to the directrix
that guides the movement.
Generatrix of the volume (g): curved or straight line segment, polygonal open or closed whose
motion generate the surface of the volume.
Rotation or translation directrix (d): a fixed curve with which a generatrix maintains a given
relationship in generating the volume.
In the generative process the vocabulary elements have a set spatial relation between the
generatrix and the directrix, in other words, the directrix will serve as path for the generatrix. The
directrix or the generatrix can be any of the elements of the vocabulary: the curved line or the
straight line segment.
Each component of the operation - axis, generatrix or directrix has a graphic description of its
possible configurations:
The rotation or translation axis is classified with respect to the position (Fig 2) (external, internal
or going by the axis of the directrix (h)) (Fig 3) and to the inclination (oblique, horizontal and
perpendicular to the base) in relation to the plan xz.
Niemeyer has deployed, for example, the same operation with the same curve but positioned the
axis (and its inclination angle of rotation) in different ways.
Generatrix of the volume: classified according to its inclination, that can be parallel or oblique, in
relation to the axis e. The rotation of the generatrix, around the axis (e) parallel, according to a
curved or parabolic directrix, it generates a curved or parabolic cylindrical surface. The rotation,
around the axis (e), second a circular directrix, generates a cylinder. The rotation of the oblique
generatrix, around the axis (e), as a curved or parabolic directrix, it generates a surface curved
or parabolic surface. The rotation of the oblique generatrix, around the axis (e), under a circular
directrix generates a cone. If the axis (e) coincides with the axis (h) of the generatrix, the rotation,
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Fig. 6 Proportion analysis

around a circular directrix, generates a paraboloid, a cupola or according with the shape of the
generatrix, any curved surface.
Rotation or translation directrix: classified according to the inclination of its axis (h) and as for its
shape and number.
The axis of the directrix d can be oblique, vertical (perpendicular to the base), horizontal or parallel
or coincident with the plan xz or xy.
As for the shape of the directrix d, the volume can be generated second two directrixes same or
different in size and shape (for instance: a curve and a straight line or two curves same or different).
Niemeyer uses to explore possibilities of generated initial volumes with complementary operations.
The generative process, after the above initial steps, goes on with a series of complementary
operations such as reflection, translation, scaling, intersection addition and subtraction. These
operations are described bellow.
The translation operation has an additional classification in relation to the rotation operation
respect to the direction of the translation movement. The translation direction can be parallel or
perpendicular to the axis e. The parallel translation is used to produce sequences of elements as in
the project to the Swimming Pool of the National Stadium in Rio de Janeiro or to generate surfaces.
The perpendicular translation is used by Niemeyer to reproduce volumes as for instance in the
Chapel of San Francisco in Pampulha.
The reflection operation is classified according to the reflection axis (R) that can be external or
internal to the curve (that can be the generatrix or the directrix).
The scale operation transforms either the scale of the volume or the primitive form of the
vocabulary.
The intersection operation uses the superposition of figures for the composition of new volumes.
The intersection was classified according to the superposition of the figures that can be total or
partial.
Total Intersection determines the shape of the faces adjacent to the generatrices. The main
characteristic of this shape is the non-parallelism. It is for modeling of volumes through the section
of parts of the initial volume as for instance in the Auditorium of the Employment Office of Bobigny
(Fr). Partial Intersection produces complex shapes through the partial superposition and of the
recursive initial volumes. It is used in the composition of volumes.
The addition operation admits the union between volumes or the addition of elements to the
generated volume.
Addition allowed Niemeyer to aggregate elements like platforms, canopies or ramps to the building
volume. It has made possible the union of volumes as in the San Francisco Chapel in Pampulha or
in the New Museum of Curitiba. (Fig 4)
The subtraction operation allowed Niemeyer to subtract elements, volumes or surfaces. In
Niemeyer’s language, subtraction is used generally to perforate the volume in order to generate
windows (Fig 5). Niemeyer´s buildings were parameterized through the retrieval of lines based
on proportional relations. Proportion relationships were preliminarily tested with the use of a
proportional divider based on the golden section. The presence of proportional relationships was
verified in more than one work. The consistence of the presence of proportion relationships was
then verified in all of the works through the drawing of regulative lines (Fig 6). Niemeyer explore
besides bilateral symmetries, other symmetry operations such as translation in Montreal Building,
for example.(Fig 7)
Niemeyer´s buildings were described in twenty tables with the graphic description of all rules for
the generation of the volumetry.(Fig 8) The graphic descriptions of each one of the presented rules
were classified in a descriptive table and they were summarized through the indexation of each one
of the parts. In other words, for each rule there is a numeric correspondent (index) that summarizes
up to five classification stages. Each index corresponds to one stage of the operation. The table
distributes the sample according to the incidence of each rule.
A comparative table of the analysis was elaborated relating the works to the generative principals.
For each rule, represented by the index originated in the previous table a letter was assigned. Each
letter summarizes an associated rule to a generative characteristic. This correspondence has allowed
synthesizing the set of generative operations for each building. This way, a constituted generation
code of letters resulted for each work. For instance: the rule c summarizes the following rule:
rotation or translation with axis e external. The rule cg corresponds to the rotation or translation
with axis e external and horizontal. Each additional characteristic increases a corresponding
letter. The generation was divided in two stages: the first stage corresponds to the generation of

the initial volume and the second stage corresponds to the modification of the initial volume. In
the generation code the stages are separated by a hyphen. For example, the code adgiln-suwxz
corresponds to the generation of the Chapel of San Francisco in Pampulha and the code adgjkm-vz
refers to the monument Rui Barbosa. When comparing the codes, it is possible to verify where they
resemble each other and where differences are located in the generative process. It is noticed that,
in the first one, there was a great modification of the initial volume in the complementary stage
while in the second the modification happened through few rules. The number of applied rules
doesn’t necessarily correspond to alterations in the volume, at the same time that it is possible
to obtain significant changes with the application of just one rule such as the operation of total
intersection.

Fig. 7 Examples of symmetry in Niemeyer’s
Buildings

RESULTS
The description and classification of Niemeyer’s buildings based on the generative principles,
clarified different aspects regarding the language or architectural style of the analysis corpus:
(1) The analysis of the vocabulary allowed the depiction of the recursive use of parametric
conical curves: among the twenty analyzed works, the parabola is used 11 times.
(2) Among the twenty analyzed works it was possible to generate the volumetry of eighteen
works, throughout the operation of rotation, and of two buildings throughout a translational
operation.
(3) The analysis has shown the predominance of the following generation rules:
(a) Origin of the volume above the level 0;
(b) External rotation axis;
(c) Axis of vertical rotation, perpendicular to the base;
(d) Parallel Generatrix to the axis e;
(e) Parallel directrix or coincident to the plan xz.
And of the complementary operations to the generation:
(a) Total Intersection
(b) Addition
As for the incidence of rules and vocabulary, Niemeyer applies new differentiation rules
starting from the same rotation operation according to the period when the building was
built. Few new elements are added to the vocabulary, such as the sinuous line as the generatrix
appearing, for the first time, in the 70’s.
(4) The analysis doesn’t show correspondences among rules, vocabulary and place: the
recursiveness of rules and vocabulary is independent of the places where buildings were built.
Regarding the program, it was not possible to determine, from the analysis of the volumetry of
the twenty buildings, any relation among the rules, the vocabulary and the program.
(5) The buildings share similar generative principal (rules).
(6) The similarity of these principals does not depend on the apparent similarity of the buildings
- buildings seemingly different can be described as belonging to the same style.
(7) The buildings belong to the same style - or architectural language - in the sense that they
share the same set of rules; vocabulary and geometric consistencies that characterize the
language
(8) The buildings were produced according to similar control mechanism – regulating lines based
in the golden section.
(9) It was clarified why and which peculiarities are inherited among Niemeyer’s buildings - the
characteristics that we could call genotypic that correspond to the vocabulary and the rules,
are inherited in different levels: different stages of the generation correspond to different levels
of differentiation in the shape. The differentiation levels depend on rules that are added to the
process in the different stages. The characteristics that are inherited in the first stage of the
process are shared by all of the buildings. Each differentiation stage adds a new characteristic
to a building or group of buildings. This process produces the degree of differentiation for the
volumetric variety that characterizes Niemeyer’s style.
(10) The difference in the generation code is reflected directly in the appearance of the volume,
as to configure what could be called a phenotypical characteristic of the volume.
(11) The rules are much simpler than the drawings that they produce. Two basic principals, the
rotation and the translation govern, in fact, the generation of the analyzed volumetries.
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Fig. 6 Example of the analysis - Catedral,
Brasilia

CONCLUSION
The study revealed some of the basic principles behind Niemeyer’s generative process. The
considerable economy of the operations was observed along with the significant differentiation
among the twenty volumes. These differences seem to be more related to Niemeyer’s choices of
vocabulary and to the second generative phase. One might well state that if Niemeyer’s forms are
not absolutely free, he deploys a shape generation strategy that gives him an almost unlimited
possibility with respect to original shapes, hence, to an almost unexpected solution.
The success in the description of the free forms architecture through the use of the Shape Grammars
model consequently leads to the exploration of the computability of this grammar type, through
the construction of a computational model for the generation of buildings according to Oscar
Niemeyer’s architectural language. This implementation could be extended to the development of
a more generic tool for the production of free forms languages.
The exam of Niemeyer’s language and its generative stages suggests that other elements related, for
example, to the context and its relationship with the definition of the rules, or with the generation
stages are important in the description of the language. The method leaves open, cognitive aspects
related to the decision-making during the creative process. The identification of patterns in these
relationships could constitute a new important element in the description of design languages. The
existing studies on Shape Grammars still don’t establish the connection between cognitive aspects
and the design decision-making in the form of rules. The knowledge of these relationships could
mean significant progress in the study of the architectural languages and especially of Niemeyer’s
language.
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Fig. 3 Rotation or Translation inclination of directrix axis
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